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ABSTRACT
In this article we describe the implementation of a numerical weather forecast model on
a massively parallel computer system. This model is a production code used for routine
weather forecasting at the meteorological institutes of several European countries. The
modifications needed to achieve a data-parallel version of this model without explicit
message passing are outlined. The achieved performance of different numerical solution methods within this model is presented and compared. © 1995 by John Wiley & Sons, Inc.

1 INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW
OF HIRLAM
1\"umerical models of the atmosphere have much
contributed to our general under,;tanding of atmospheric processes. The use of such model;; has
resulted in improved weather forecasts. with important economical impact: also these models are
now being used as components in climate simulation models.
The horizontal and vertical resolution,; of atmospheric models are important factors determining the accuracy of the models. Pre,;ent day
computer powt>r limits the number of gridpoints
and thus the resolution to values that are unsatisfactory from a physics point oh·iew. For example.
tht: current resolution of local ··limited area,.
models is restricted to =.SO km in horizontal dirt>ctiot).. and to roughly 16 levels in the verticaL while
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the same models can he used for resolutions up to
=5 km and 60 layers. The lower resolutions are
enforced since the calculations have to be completed within some reasonable elapsed time: For
weather forecasting. the forecasts must be available within a fraction of the time that thev mav be
considered valid; and for climate simulation, the
simulated periods may cover several centuries. yet
the calculations should be done within months.
From these considerations it follows that continuous attempts are being made to run the models on
the fastest available computer platforms. In this
article we investigate the role of massively parallel
computer systems to achieve the required computer power for numerical weather prediction.
As earlv as 1922 L. F. Richardson described a
"forecast-factory" with 64,000 computers to calculate the weather for the whole globe [ 15 J:
Imagine a large hall like a theatre, except that the circles and galleries go right around throul!h the space
usually occupied by the stage. The wall~ of this chamber are painted to fonn a map of the globe. The ceiling
represents the nor1:h polar regions, England is in the
gallery, the tropics in the upper circlt>, Au~tralia on the
dress circle and the antarctic in the pit. A myriad computers are at work upon the weather of the part of the
map where each sits, but each computer attends only to
one equation or part of an equation. The work of each
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re1--Tion i~ coordinated by an offit·ial of hif!hcr rank. :\umerous little ··ni[.!ht signs·· display the instantant·ous
values so that rH'if!hiJourinf! t'OillJHHt·rs can n·ad tlu·m.
Each number i,; displayet.l in three adjacent zont·,; as to
maintain communications to the :\orth and South on
the map. From tilt' floor of the pit a tall pillar ri~e,.. to
half the height of ttw hall. It carries a larw· pulpit on it,.,
top. In this sit" the man in charf!t' of tlw wholt· theatre:
he is ,.;urrounded bv st·veral as,.,istants and mt·,.,~•·nw·rs.
One of his duties .is To maintain a uniform SJH't'd of
pn•gress in all parts of the f!lolw. In this n·spPcT lw is
like the conductor of an orchestra in which the in:-Tnlments are slide-rules and cakulminf! machint·s. But instead of waving a baton IH:' tums a beam of rosy lif!lll
upon any rq!ion that is rtlllllillf! alwad of tlw rest. and a
beam of i>lue lif!ht upon thost· who an· lwhindl1and.

It is amazing

to see from this quotation that despite the fact that Richard,;on· s computer,; werP
humans. many important topics dt'alin;r with parallel computations are llH'lltioned: data di,trilHItion. communication,;. load balancin;r. and synchronization. On the other hand we now know
that Richardson· s estimate of the required computer power is a ;rross undPrestimate: It ,.,hould
rather be in the Gflop/s range. see abo Section -i.
In this art ide we will descrilw how Richard,..on·,.;
topics turn out for an existing numerical weatlwr
forecast model on a massively parallel computer
system. The implementation and resulting performance of the HIRLA.\1 forecast model on .\lasPar
svstems will be outlined. HIRLA.\1* stands for
High Resolution Limited Area .\lode!. and i,.; a
state-of-the-art analvsis and forecast svstem for
numerical weather fo~ecasts up to +-iS h.ours. It is
in use at several of the meteorological sen·ices
participating in the HIRLA.\1 project for their routine weather forecasting.
The HIRLA.\1 forecast modt>l [4] contains fi,e
prognostic variables: two horizontal wind components u and v, temperature T. specific humidity q.
and surface pressure p,. These variablt's are computed on a spherical horizontal coordinate ,.;ystem
with longitude A and latitude (). The Yertical coordinate is hybrid between pressure based and terrain following coordinates. The core and most
computationally intensiYe parts of the model. like
most modern atn1ospheric model:-;. are the routines for the "dynamics" and for the ·'physics ...
The dvnamics soh·es a set of three-dimensional
couple.d nonlinear hyperbolic partial differential

equations iVDE;-;). the ,.,o-ndled primitin' t'quations (sPt' e.g. [7]). This ;;et of equation,; llltHI..J,..
the behaYior of tlw six prognostic\ aria),)ps in time
and spact'. It contains two horizontalmtllllt'ntum
equations. a hydrostatic Pquation. a ma,.,s continuity equation. a thermodywuuit· equation. and a
continuity P<jttation for watPr \'HJHJL Tlw physics
describt>s the aggn·;rate dfP<'l of the phy,..ical proces,;es. with scales smaller tlwn the model rp,o)ution. on tlw resoh·t>d scalt's. Examplt's arP n·rtical
diffusion and t'Oll\ ection. .'-ltllnt' ph~·,-ical processes like radiation and cowlensation. lltlt directly descrilwd !Jy the )Jasic mwlPI e<l'wtions. are
al,.;o parameterized.
In col1Ct'j11. the fort'<"<bl modt·l ,..oh t'S idt·nt ical
equation,.. of motion ou a lar!!'' Jlllllllwr of gridpoints. Therefore. in theory. it ,..Jtould not lw too
difficult to code it for hi;rh d'ficit•twy on t·itlwr ,..,·alar. n·ctor. or paralkl eomputers. Current code,;
ha\e almost iBYariaJ,)v bet>n optimizPd for \Pt'tor
architPctures. \\-ith thi .., researeh Wt' intt'nd to lind
out how much work i;; inYoh-ed to l'O!lYert \ector
code to data-parallt'l codt>: how <·ost-PffeetiYe
Inassi\·e parallel machine,., ean be for wt•atlter
forecastillf!: and how meteorolotrical nwdeb
should he codPd in tlw future to achit>Ye maximum portability lwtween different hardware architectures (from SISD. Sl.\lD to .\11.\lD;.

2 DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHMS
\\-ithin HIRLA.\1 one can dwo;-;e !Jet ween ,n era!
numerical methods in the dnmmics part to soh·e
the PDEs. In thiti ,.,eetion ti1ese methods will lw
compared mainly with re,;pect to parallel is,.;ues.
Fir,..tiY. one can choo,..t' lwtwt'en the !!ridpoint
HIRLA.\1 model and the "lwctral HIHLA.\1 model.
These models are ba:-;ed on two numerical techniques to sohe PDEs the finite difference or ;rridpoint technique and the spectral transform technique. Both are commlmly applied within the
meteorological community. A third method. the
finite element technique. has reached some popularity in recent years.
As an illustration of how the two mot-it common
techniques work, we will look at the simple example of the one-dimensional adwction of temperature. In analnic form one ha,.;
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x-direction at time t. In the most simple form (a
nonsta;r;rered horizontal ;rrid; dw discrete gridpoint version with a lc·ap-frog time-stepping
result;; in

T(:c.
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T (.r. t -
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flf (
,
+~
u .. r. l)
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where T(.r. t) i;; tlw temperature in g-ridpoint x at
time t. u(.r. t) is the wind component in the xdirection in gridpoint x at time I. ilt is tilt' timestep. and ilx is tlw g-rid distance in ti1P .r-direction.
For the spectral transform techniqut> one will
start the integrations from spectral coefficients f
and tl. dPfined by !:'.g ..

FIGUHE 1 An example of a lllRLA\1 horizontal intearea with 110 X 100 griJpoints.
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where k is the wave-number. The computation of
nonlinear terms is carried out in gridpoint space
and the widpoint values of the fields and their
derivatin~s are obtained bv inn•rse transforms.
e.~ ..

aT= ',;..._ L ik f(k. t) exp(ik.J:).
ax
v :27T k

(S:I

Once the widpoint values of u and aT/ax have
been obtained in gridpoint space. it is easy to
carry out the multiplication and the~ to do a
transform back to spec! ral space for dT/ dt.
It is important to realize that both the ;rridpoint
and the spectral HIRLA.\1 model use the same basic dynamical equations. the same venical and
temporal discretization,.; by finite differences. and
the same physical parameterization schemes. The
difference;; between the methods concern the horizontal discretization and solution technique for
soh·ing the PDEs. In Figure 1 an example of the
horizontal integration area in the HIRLA.\1 forecast model is shown. This example is based on a
horizontal grid of 110 X 100 points.
The comparison of the gridpoint and spectral
methods should be based on physical considerations. However, a discussion of these considerations (see e.g. [8]) falls outside the scope of this
article. Instead, we limit ourselves mainly to the
computational differences.

Because the computation of nonlinear terms
and the physics part of the model require the
fields to be available in gridpoint space. the spectral model requires transformations between spectral space and gridpoint space. and vice versa.
each time-step. The costs of these transformations are substantial. On multiprocessor machines
with physically distributed memory this is even
more relevant because the transformations require global communications. as can be seen from
equations (3) and (4). In HIRLA.\1 the transformations are Fourier transforms. and the cost-efficiency of the spectral model heavily depends on
the availability of efficient library routines for fast
Fourit>r transforms (FFT). In contra~t. equation
(2) shows that the gridpoint techniques requires
communications in the neighborhood of each
gridpoint only.
On the hand the communications within the
spectral model are limited to the spectral transforms. while for the gridpoint model they can in
principal show up on all places where a finite
difference is required. This means that a parallel
gridpoint
model
contains
communications
throughout the complete dynamics. For the spectral model they are restricted to the transform routines.
The spectral transformations require periodic
boundary conditions. This is straightforward for a
global geometry, since this geometry allows for a
natural periodic variation of all variables in both
directions. Therefore the spectral transform technique has attained a great popularity for global
numerical weather prediction [4, 13 J. Initial steps
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to apply the spectral transform technique to a limited area were taken by Haugen and ~·lachenhauer
[8], who developed a spectral limited area shallow
water model based on the idea of extending the
limited area in the two horizontal dinwnsions in
order to obtain periodicity in these two dimensions
and to permit the use of efficient FFTs. The same
idea was implemented by Gustafsson [6] into the
full multilevel HIRLAM framework.
There is no clear answer yet to the question
whether it is preferable to apply the spectral or the
gridpoint technique for a particular model configuration and for a particular computer architecture. Considering only computational accuracy. it
is generally agreed that for a gridpoint model
based on a second order horizontal difference
scheme, the shortest waves that can be forecasted
with a similar accuracy as in a spectral model are
the four grid distance waves. The ,.;horte,.;t wave in
a spectral model generally corresponds to three
grid distances in the transform grid. Thus. the
number of horizontal gridpoints in a gridpoint
model should be roughly twice (=(-t/3) 2 ) the number of transform grid points in a spt>ctr!fl model to
obtain a similar accuracy. There i,.; not a similar
difference with regard to the vertical coordinate.
since spectral and gridpoint models normally use
the same finite difference schemes in the vertical.
The time-steps for both ver,.;ions of the modt>l
are dictated bv. the stabilit\·. of horizontal and \ertical advection. In the case of identical grid geometry, the spectral model is expected to rt>yuire a
shorter time-step due to the inherent higher order
accuracy of the computation of horizomal deri,·atives [10]. Taking physics, n·rtical a<hection. and
horizontal diffusion also into account. it ha,; often
been possible to apply spectralmodt>ls with timt'steps similar to those of gridpoint modds with the
same grid distance [ 16]. In our performance comparison, we have taken the con,;ervative approach
of assuming the same 5-minute time-,.;tep for the
spectral model with a 70-km transform f!rid as for
the gridpoint model with a .55-km f!rid.
\Vith regard to computational efficiency of the
spectral HIRLA:\1 ver:;us the gridpoint HIRLA:\1.
the need for an extension zone in the ~pectral
HIRLA:\1 to obtain double periodicity ~hould also
be taken into account. This is not a proiJiem on
traditional vector computers with a ,.;hared memory or on :\11:\ID computers programmed with explicit message communications. since all dynamics and physics calculations can Le done in
the nonextended ·'real'' computational area. In
principle, this is true also for the data-parallel

programminf! model on a parallel distributed
memory architecture. As was the case in the
present study. however. available ,.;oftware packages for FFTs may put restriction~ on the extended grid f!eometry . e.g .. that the num!Jer of
f!ridpoints should be a factor of two in each dirt>ction. Ideally. the number of gridpoints in the extended area should be about 2.5% larf!er than in
the inner computational area (10% in each direction). This means that an equal percentage of processors may have to be applied to perform the
extra redundant calculations in this ·•artificial"
area.
Two more remarks could be made on the efficiency of spectral versus l!ridpoint models. First.
in favor of the spectral modeL all calculation,; in
gridpoint space can be made strictly local since
there is no horizontal ,.;tal!;..:ering of the l!ridpoint,...
This al,.;o holds for the calculations in i'pectral
space. since the coefficients of each wave-number
can be treated st>parately. As a second point.
when we mm·e to larf!t'r number of horizontal
points. ,.,ay above 10°. the grid point methods become relatively more efficient. ,.;ince the computational time net>ded for Fourier tran,.;fonns increases faster than linearlv in the number of
points.
A second option the HIRL:\.\1 user can i'JWcify
concerns the fully explicit or semi-implicit timt'
integration of the dynamics. Equation !2) i,; an
example of an explicit :;cht>me. _.\,; merltiOiwd bt>fort' this method results in nearest-neighbor communications in the horizontal direction~. By application of ,;cmi-implicit corrt:>ctions tht' integration
scheme becomes more stable numericallY. thus
allowing lonw'r time-steps. and ,.;m·ing a factor· of
the ordt>r fi,e in l'OlllJHllational requirt>merit~. Tlw
reason fur thi~ i,; that tlw primitiYe equation model
describes both fast (f!raYity) wm·es and slow meteorological (Ros;,by) wavt's. Orw is mainly intt'rested in the last type. and with the ,.,emi-implicit
method one can ",.;)ow down'· the f!l'a\ ity waye,;.
which result~ in a longt>r time-,.;tep. Tht> calculation of the semi-implicit correctiou,; requires the
solution of a set of Helmholtz t>quations. On ,.t'ctor machines the additional costs for soh·inf! tlw
Helmholtz t>quation,.; are small. In f!ridpoint
models. thi,.; is not nece,;sari)y true on distributed
memory machines. since the Helmholtz ,;oher requires global communicatious. In tlrt' :-i)Wctral formulation. there are almost no cost,; a,;suciated
with the solution of the Helmholtz t>quations. because the spectral compo11ent,.; are tht> t>igenfunctions of the Helmholtz operator.
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A third option within HIRLA.\1 is related to the
Eulerian versus semi-Lagrangian description of
the model. The semi-Lal!rangian method allows
again longer time-steps and gives a better description of variables with sharp 1-!"radients. On the
other hand it requires a trajectory calculations
and interpolation of several values. This re~ults in
substantial additional costs and local communications over a maximal distance of fi,·e gridpoints.
Since the semi-Lawangian method has still too
many numerical problems. we will not investigate
this further despite the fact that it gives rise to
several interesting problems concerning the parallelization of these methods.
All option" mentioned above affect the dynamic" in the foreca!'it modeL Each of them results
in different communication patterns. The otlwr
part of the forecast model. tlw physics. consists of
routines for integration and filtering algorithms.
etc. A.lmo!'it all phy,ical proces!'ies take place in
one-dimen'iional vertical columns. without mutual communications. Therefore the model physics can be described as 1\" disjunct processes.
where A is the number of gridpoints in the horizontaL
Finally. with all these option,.; it is interestinl! to
note that the only method that is currently in use
at !'ieveral of the meteornlogiral sen·ice,.; pal1icipating in the HIRLA.\f projt>ct for their romine
weather forecasting procedures i,; the semi-implicit Eulerian gridpoint method. run on either
scalar or vector architectures.

3 DESCRIPTION OF THE PROGRAMMING
TECHNIQUES
In thi!'i section sen·ral implementation issuPs are
di,;cu,;sed. that ont> encotllltt>rs during tlw port of
the original HlRLA.\1 code to a .\lasPar sy,;tem.
The rd.erence HlRLA.\1 forecast model i,; coded in
standard Fol1ran 7? and consist,; of about 28.000
lines. For an earlier and a more extendPd oven·iew
of implementation i,;sues the n·ader is referrt>d to

[18].
First w~ n~ed to mention some charactPri~tics
of the parallel architPctures used in this investigation. These are the ~lasPar svstPms. which are
also sold by Dil!ital Equipment Corporation under
the name of DECmpp systt>m!'i.
Concerning the hardware. a .\lasPar system has
a SI:VID architt>ctur~ with from 1.02-t (1K) up to
16 ..'38-t (16K) proct>ssors. which are called processing elements (P£,;). .\lasPar provid~s two
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models: the MP-1 and .\IP-2. The main difference
between the MP-1 and the .\IP-2 configurations is
the increase in peak performance by a factor five.
The communication network is exactly the same
for both model types. A full 16K MP-1 system has
a peak performance of 26,000 .\lips and 550
Mflop/ s (64 bits) or 1,200 Mflop/ s (32 bits). For a
full MP-2 system these numbers are 68,000 .\lips
and 2.400 :VIflop/ s or 6,300 Mflop/ s, respectively. The PEs are controlled by the array control
unit (ACU). which is responsible for the instruction decode and broadcast of instructions and
data. The PE array and ACU form the data parallel unit (DPL'). A :VfasPar system needs a frontend, that serves as an interface to the DPU and is
host for tools and compilers. In our case the frontend is a Dec 5000 workstation. For a detailed description of the systems see [ 11 J.
The programming model on the .\lasPar system
is data parallelism. For Fortran programs the
MasPar Fortran (:VIPF) compiler is provided. This
compiler is an implementation of Fortran 90. Operations on Fortran-arrays expressed by the Fortran 90 array-syntax will be executed in parallel,
and the arrays involved will be distributed over the
PEs. Operations with Fortran 77 syntax will be
executed sequentially. It should be mentioned
that this model does not contain any explicit message-passing primitives. The compiler generates
communication operations if necessary.
Let us now look at the data-parallel implementation of the HIRLA:VI forecase model. All model
parameters are kept in core memory. The threedimensional fields (temperature. wind, water vapor. and liquid water) are stort>d as two-dimensional arrays: the first dimension runs over all
horizontal grid points, the second over the layers in
the vel1ica1. The two-dimensional fields (surface
prPssure and several soil paranwters like land-sea
mask) are kept as one-dimen'iional arrays.
1. Basic idea. As mentioned before, the core
of the model are the subroutines to carry
out the dynamics and to carry out the
physics. These routines are the most timeconsuming parts of the model on scalar
and vector architectures. The other routines deal with I/0, pre-and post-processing and do not count too much to the total
execution time on scalar and vector system,. Therefore, we concentrate on our
data-parallel implementation of the dynamics and physics routines. They should
run on the DPU, while the pre- and post-
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processing and I/0 routines are executed
on the front-end. This means that at some
point data have to be transferred from the
front-end to the DPU and vice versa. v;:ith
this basic idea in mind we will now discu~s
some implementation issues.
2. Data distribution. The first issue concerns the distribution of the data. On the
one hand one has to deal with three-dimensional fields in the forecast model. and
on the other hand, the processors in the
parallel system are organized in a two-dimensional mesh. As is stated in Section 2
the dependencies, which could result in
communications between the proces~ors.
in the physics part of HIRLA~l are almost
exclusivelv in the vertical direction. in contrast to tho~e in the dynamics. which are
mainlv in the horizontal directions. The
number of dependencies in the physics
part is much larger than in the dynamics
part. Therefore. to minimize the number
of communications we chose for a data
distribution where the data are mapped on
the two-dimensional processor ·array by
projection of the vertical dimension onto
the horizontal plane. This distribution is
quite common for this kind of application.
3. Compiler directiYes. A second issue concerns the inclusion of compiler directives
in the original code. This is a result from
the fact that the three- and two-dimensional fields are stored in two- and onedimensional arrays. respectively. where
the first dimension runs over all horizontal
gridpoints. This means that for a distribution of the horizontal gridpoints mer all
processors, we have to use compiler directives, since the default mapping on a ~1as
Par system maps the first dimension of a
data arrav onlv in the x-direction of the
processor-array and the second dimension
in they-direction. w·ith the ~lAP-directive
the user can overrule this default mapping
and specify the desired distribution.
To be more specific. the ~emi-implicit
Eulerian gridpoint version of the HIRLA:\1
model needs 944 directives to run on the
:\iasPar system. This is nearly 4% of the
total code, and therefore striking the question if the usage/inclusion of compiler directives can be considered as the introduction of a second program within the

original code. On the other hand we
should mention that the inclusion of the~e
compiler directives has a historical reason,
namely that the HIRLA~l was optimized
for vector architectures. and as a result
contains two- and one-dimensional data
structures instead of three and two. respectively. w·ith the latter data structures
most of the current directives would Lecome redundant.
4. Interface blocks. This issue is strongly.related to the previous one. An interface
block is a Fortran 90 concept and is part of
the specification part of a program unit. In
an interface block the u~er can specify the
names and properties of the dummy parameters for each subroutine and/ or function callt>d within that prof!ram unit. In
most case~ it contains the same declarations and specification statements that appear in the definition of the subroutine or
function. For a more detailed description
of interface blocks the reader is referred to
[1]. In :\'IPF it is mandatory to use interface blocks for all subroutines and functions with dummy parameter,.; mentioned
in compiler directi\es. in particular the
:\lAP directive. lncludin~ these interface
blocks in HIRLA~'l sometimes re~ulted in a
fourfold increase of the number of source
lines of a subroutine.
.::>. Arrays as parameters. As a conseyuence
of the distributed memory of a :\lasPar system one cannot assume a single address
space. This means that the actual and formal parametPr in a subroutine call should
alway~ have the ,.;ame size and ,.;hape. So
""diny .. Fortran 77 tricks like passing only
the first address of an array portion with
some arbitrary length or pas~ing one-dimensional arrays to routine. which refJuire
a two-dimensional parameter. and Yice
versa. are not allowed. CnfOJ1UlHHelY.
these tricks were heady used in the original HIRLA~l code.
6. Indirect addressing. Indirect addre,.;sing
is another topic. Since memory addre,.;sing
is part of an instruction . indirect addres,.;ing is often not possible on a SI~lD an·hitecture. However. on the ~lasPar one specific FORALL statement allows the use of
indirect addressing. As a result in some
routines in HlRLA~l such a FORALL

DATA-PARALLEL v;·EATHER FORECASTI:'IiG
statenH~nt

had to be be included, smce
thev contain statements with indirect addressing.
Fortran 90. In principle all Fortran 90
code was produced from the original Fortran 77 source code by using the .\lP\"AST
compiler. YAST transforms Fortran 77
code to Fortran 90 code. Since the
HIRLA.\1 code has been optimized for wetor architecturt>s. most of these transformations could indeed Lt> obtained automaticalh· bv .\IP\.AST. However. some
Fortran 90 statements were added manually, partly because of the fact that \"AST
could not produce the most efficient code
and partly because special constructs were
necessary. like for indirect addrt>ssing.
8. Helmholtz soher. In the original
HIRLA.\1 code the Helmholtz solver for the
semi-implicit time-stepping is Lased on a
direct method, which consists of a Fourier
sine-trausform in the east-west direction.
followed bv a Gaussian elimination in the
north-south. Several conditions in the application of the given Fourier sine-transform resulted in the fact that the integration area had to be extended bv st>veral
rows and columns. Since it is dear that
this is mit advisable un a parallel system.
the soh·er was rewritten to an iterative
solver based on the conjugate gradient
method [:3[_.
9. Fourier transforms. The performance of
the spectral HIRLA.\1 is crucially depending on the availability of efficient FFT subroutines. Tht> basic algorithm;; of the
package for .. sup!'r-parallel"" FFTs of
.\lunthe-Kaas [12] wt>re desigrwd and devdoped for applications on Sl.\10 computer,;. The term ··,upt>r-paraller· algorithm,; i,.; used to denote ··algorithms that
in a SI.\ID fashion can solve multiple instances of similar problems. with a degree
of paralleli,;m that i" in the order of tlw
sum of the sizes of all the subproblems .. ,
see [ 1-t]. The only restriction in the FFT
package of .\Iunthe-Kaas is that the sizes
of the problems should be powers of two
(in all dimensions in the case of multidimensional problems) and. in addition.
that the data must satisfy certain alignment requirements with the address space
in the computer.
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10. Reshaping in spectral space. The code
for the spectral model dynamics is more
recent than the gridpoint model code. The
two- and three-dimensional fields are
stored as two- and three-dimensional arrays, respectively. To couple this code to
the physics routines, which are identical to
those in the gridpoint model, the arrays
must be redimensioned bv the Fortran 90
intrinsic function ·'reshape'" [1] before
and after physics.
11. Computations in spectral space. The
organization of the computations in spectral space in the original spectral HIRLA.\1
model was based on a resorting of all spectral coefficients to avoid unnecessarv computations for spectral components that are
to Le truncated. This organization of the
spectral computations would not have
been efficient on the .\[asPar. Thus. the
computations in spectral space were reorganized-all computations are done for all
spectral components followed by an explicit truncation. In order to optimize the
spectral modeL FFT routines based on
scrambled spectral coefficients were utilized. This had the effect that a number of
coefficients fields needed to be calculated
in advance and scrambled to the samP
_sorting order as the spectral coefficients.
12. Compiler problem. Finally. it turned out
that the compiler generates redundant
communications in several routines. especially in the physics routines. A workaround for this problem was to make sure
that array dimensions and several loopbounds were known at compile tinw. From
a research point of view this is a serious
restriction. but for a production codP this
would improvP the performance on all
kinds of platfonH:'i.

4 REALIZED PERFORMANCE
In this section the performance of the different
numerical methods for the fort>cast routinPs will
be discussed and compared. At the end of the
section issues like pre- and post-proce,.;,.;ing and
I/0 will be investigated.
First we provide some detail,;; concerning the
hardware and software used in this inn•stigarion.
The .\IasPar MP-1 system was a .\lasPar DPL.
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Model ~IP-1104 (64 rows, 64 columns) with a
DEC 5000/240 front-end. while the ~lasPar ~IP2 system contained a MasPar DPC .\1odel .\IP2216 (128 rows, 128 columns). All tests were performed with system release :i.2.0 of the MasPar
software, which included the Ya;:;t-II (wrsion
3.06) and the ~IPF compiler (version 2.2.7). In all
cases the -nodebug and -Omax compiler-options
were specified, which prevents the inclusion of extra code for debug purposes, and performs the
highest degree of optimization pos;;ible on a .\lasPar svstem.

In Table 1 the elapsed times are presented to
complete the 6-hour forecast on different :\lasPar
configurations. lt also eontains a more detailed
view by showing the elapsed time per time-step,
together with a breakdown in the times needed for
the dynamics and the physics. From this table
several obsetTations can he made. w·e walll to
mention the following points:
1. Comparison of the corresponding timi.ngs
for the 1K -iK, and 16K configurations per
model shows that the calculations scale well
with respect both to the number of processors and to the number of gridpoints.
2. The :rridpoint Yersion runs only a factor two
faster on a :\lP-2 configuration than on tht·
correspondin~ :\lP-1 model. This is dearly
less than the theoretical factor fi \·e. A reason
is the design decision to enhanee the processor power in the :\lP-2 hy a factor lin'.
the memory bandwidth by a factor two. and
no enhancements in the communication
bandwidth with respect to the :\IP-1. These
different factors make it difficult to predict
the actual :\lP-2 performance compared to
the .\lP-1. This can also be seen in Table 1.
where the ratio between the time for dYnamics and the time for physics differs sifrnificantl\'. on both svstems.
Remember. the
.
dynamics contains many neare~t-neighhor
communications, while for the physics communication is much less imporlant.
3. The \I flop rate for the most computationally
intensive routines in the dynamics measures
about 150 :\Hlop/ s for the 64 X 64 X 1()
runs on the .\lP-1 with -tK proet>s;.;or,:,.
which is;)()<% of the maximum rate. For t!w
physics mutines in this run it varies from
160 up to 260 \Hlop/s (5::3-86%). For the

4.1 Gridpoint Model Results
\Ve adopted as test runs the caleulation of a ()hour forecast on a 64 X 64 X 161!rid and a 128 X
128 X 16 grid. both at 55- km :;pacing. The ,;emiimplicit gridpoint version with this resolution rt'quires 72 time-steps of 5 minutes. The small grid
fits perfectly on a iK (64 X 64/ PE array. while for
thelargegridthisholdsfora 16K(128 X 128)PE
array. On a PE array with fewer processors than
horizontal gridpoints, the grid is split automatically in layers. If the number of grid points is not a
multiple of the number of PEs. some PEs will be
idle during part of the calculation on a Sl:\ID architecture. Therefore the only sensible choice for
the number of grid points in one horizontaiJe,el is
a multiple of the number of procPssors. From
physical arguments one would choose the highest
feasible number of gridpoints for any chosen
model domain because that leads to the highest
possible resolution. AlternatiYely. if modelers
would choose to keep the resolution fixed. they
would surelv extend the model domain as much
as possible. giYen the uvailable <'OillJHllational
power, so as to reduce the influence of the lateral
boundary conditions.

Table 1. Elapsed Execution Time (in Seeonds) lising \'ariom; l\lasPar Configurations for a 6-Hour
Forecast With the Gridpoint HIRLA\1 :\lode! on Different Grid Sizes and the Elapsed Time {in
Milliseconds) for One Time-Step wilh the Breakdown into the Time Spent in the D~·namics and in the
Physics

Model and
No. Processors
~lP-1
~IP-1

1K
"':K
"':K

\1P-1
:\IP-2 lK
MP-2 -iK
.'\IP-2 4K
\IP-2 16K

Fon·ca,.;t
:ins)

Grid Size

6i
6i
128
6-t
6i
128
128

X

6-t
6-t
128

X

16
16

286
7lJ

X

16

2()1

X

1 Tinw-Stt•p (in m,;)

Total

Dynamics

:38'7'7
HH7
:39:3-i

14'72

X

64

X

16

;)<)

;}()()

SS2
20:20
10S2
:291

X

128
128

X

16

JJ7

X

16

:~9

18-t1
:306

1070
:302

X
X
X

X

6-i X 16

us

182:}

1()():)
-t%

t()H
:::3

209
771
20-i
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128 X 128 X 16 grid size on a ~IP-2 with
16K processors. -~we found for the most
time-consuming dynamics routines a speed
of 1,200 up to 1.750 ).lflop/s (19-28%)
and for the physic!:-i routines 1, 900 up to
3,300 ~Iflop/ s (:30-3:2'}';, ).
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form grid size, the computing time decreases by a factor slightly greater than four.
Thus, in this limited sense, the spectral
model also scales well on the ~IasPar. But
that factor is much greater than four for the
physics, since the performance of the reshape function, included in the physics timing (see Section 2), becomes worse when the
number of gridpoints exceeds the number of
processors.
2. Running ~n a particular processor configuration with a four times larger horizontal
area (e.g., on 221 X 221 extended to 256 X
2.36 horizontal points as compared to
110 X 100 extended to 128 X 128 horizontal points) increases the computing time
with a factor somewhat greater than four.
This could be explained by the nonlinear
increase in computing time for the FFTs as
a function of the number of horizontal
points.
3. The elapsed time for a 6-hour forecast with
the spectral HIRLA:\l without l/0 on the
~IP-2 with 16 K processors wa;; -t9 seconds
(grid size 110 X 100 X 16). The corresponding elapsed time on a single processor
Cray C90 was 70 seconds and the measured
computational speed was 450 \IFlop/s. Redundant calculations in the extension zone
~s well as in spectral space were avoided in
the Cray version of the code. It should be
noted that the computations on the Crav are
performed in 6-t-bit and on the :\lasP~r in
:32-bit. Since we have not seen that 32 bits
are insufficient for thP HIRLA:\1 model at
the resolution studied here. the best comparison should be between a :3:2-LJit .\IasPar
and a 32-bit CraY. However. the latter is not
available.
.

4.2 Spectral Model Results
Two operational data sets of the HIRL\).1 svstem
were used for benchmarks on the .\lasPur \tP-2
systems. For most of the tests. data from a horizontal area consisting of 110 X 100 ~ridpoints
(128 X 128 in the extended area. see Section 2)
and with 16 vertical levels were utilized. The hori~
zontal grid distance in this data set is approximately 70 km. In order to have a proper test of the
smaller .\lasPar svstems. a data set with 50 x 50
horizontal gridpo.ints (6-t X 6-t in the extended
area) was used in addition. Al;;o in this test a timestep for 5 minutes was possible, so 72 time-steps
were carried out to obtain forecasts valid at +6
hour. In order to test the :\la::>Par also on a laraer
c-data set. the 110 X 100 X 16 data set wa;; interpolated horizontallv to a data set with 221 X
221 X 1 b (256 X 2I"i6 X 16 in the extended area I
transform gridpoint:;;.
- '
The total elapsed computinl! times for diffPrent
HIRLA.\I spectral forecast model tests nub on different :\la,.;Par sizes ar<' contained in TabiP 2.
A;:rain the elapsed time for each time-step. with
the break down into t!w time spPnt in the (h·namics and the physics. for the different .\IasP~r
runs is also ;:riven. The following of more w·neral
interest could bt> noted about the resutls in Table

2:
1. If the "pectral model is run with four time:'
a" many proct>,.;,.,or" for a parti('ular tran,.;-

~abl£>

2. ~lapsed Execution Time (in Seconds) Using Various :HasPar MP-2 Configurations for a 6-Hour
Forecast \\ Hh thf' Spectral HmLA.\1 .\lode! on Different Crid Sizes and the Elapsed Time lin
Milliseconds) for One Time-Step with the Breakdown into the Timt> Spent in the Dmamic~ and in the
Physics
·
:\lode! and
);o. ProeP;;sors

!in<

Total

Dynamics

1b
lb

J-:'1)

:2iH2

]:)()9

;j!)!)

39()

X 100 X

H1

201

:2-:'Hh

13:32

100
221

X

16

-tlJ

IJ-:'h

X

lb

2:~2

:~218

-t58
220<)

Grid Size

MP-2 1K

.)()X

;)()X

'tK
,\IP-2 -tK
,\IP-2 16K
MP-2 16K

50

50

~IP-2

1 Tinw-Stt>p (in m,.;)

Ff)rt•(·a~t

110
110
221

X
X
X

X

-n

Phy,;ics
91:3
20:3
95-t
218

1010
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4.3 Performance Comparison

in a production foreca:-t can he di;;tinf!uislwd.
which is called the statistics. It consists of routine,.;
that calculate diaf!nostic infomwtion about
change;; in pres;;ure. wind spt'ed. etc. This information is usually reque,.;ted t'Yery dynamics timestep. which n·,.;ults in a tinw-stt'p of 5 minutt's for
the statistics.
Takin!! these facts into account WI" can caleplate the total aYeraged costs for the ()-hour forecast on a ~IasPar ~lP-2 system with -iK pron·;;sors. The exPcution time to obtain the ;;;tatistics
has been measured to he.)() ms on the ~lP-2 with
-iK processors.
To f!et an impression of the t'fliciency of a fully
explicit method. whic'h contain;; n«-'art'st -neif!hbor
communications onh-. \H' lllt'<-bun·d the time for
the dynamics without the semi-implicit correction.
:\ time uf 1-i:2 ms per tinw-,;tt·p \nts found. However. due to the stahilit\- of this nunH'rical met hod
a time-step of 1 minute had to lw chosen for the
dynamics. which results in :360 time-,;teps for a 6hour forecast. For the physic;; and statistics nothing chanf!eS in the fully explicit formulation comparPd to the semi-implicit method.
Table :3 shows the rPstdtinf! ext>cution times to
produce a 6-hour forecast with the three numerical methods. From these execution times we can
first conclude that ahhuuf!h the semi-implicit
gridpoint and spectral formulations depend on
global communications and the fully explicit gridpoint formulation needs only nearest -neif!hhor
con1munications. the first two methods an~ fayorable. This is due to the fact that these methods
allow a fiw times larger time-step. Comparing the
execution times of the semi-implicit gridpoint
method and the spectral vnsion shows that the
semi-implicit is the fastest way to calculate the 6hour forecast. HoweYer. the diffPrt'nce is not very
significant contrary to the fact that the munl,er of
global communications is considnahly larger in
the spectral formulation. One reason for this is the
highly optimized FFT package that has been used
for the spectral model. This abo "bows an advantage of the spectral method with respect to parallelization aspects. As explained. all interprocessor
communication in the "fJeL·tralmodel ocL·urs within

In this subsection we compare the performance of
the gridpoint versions. both semi-implicit and
fully explicit. and the spectral versions of t!w
HIRLA.\1 model with respect to the pure foreca"t
calculations. As explained in Section 2 "ach
method has its own characteristic,; resulting in different spatial and temporal resolutions. This
makes a comparison nontrivial. A genPral di,.;cussion about this topic can he found in [17:. Our
strategy consists of comparing t!w execution times
of the different methods for performing calculations on the ,.;ame physical area durin!! tlw sanw
simulated time span with the same accuracy.
A first comparison between the f!ridpoint and
spectral model can be based on Tables 1 and 2. In
Table 1 it was shown that a tinw-stf'Jl within tlw
semi-implicit gridpoint version took :)00 ms for a
64 X 64 X 16 grid on a ~IasPar ~IP-2 with -iK:
processors. Of this time 291 ms was spent in the
dynamics and the remaining 209 ms in the physics. For the semi-implicit spectral model with
50 X 50 X 16 points !see Table 2). the total time
was 599 ms. divided in :396 ms for the d~"namic"
and 203 ms for the physics. The reduction of the
number of gridpoints from 6-i X 6-i X 16 in the
gridpoint formulation to 50 X 50 X 16 is compensated by the higher intrinsic accuracy of the spectral method (see Section 2). In this case the time
spent in the physics is nearly equal for both methods. 1\ote. however. that this is particular to the
chosen grid configuration: comparing Tables 1
and 2 shows that in case the number of widpoints
exceeds the number of processors the inefficiency
of the reshape function (see Section :3) makes the
spectral model rather more expensiYe.
A better comparison would probably be based
on the performance of a HIRLA~I production run.
In operational gridpoint and spectral implementations with 55 km and 70 km re,;olution. respectivelv.
can be calculated with time. the dvnamics
.
steps of 5 minutes because of numerical stability
(see Section 2). For the physics a larl!er time-;;tep
can be chosen. namelv 13 minutes. In addition to
the dynamics and the physics. a third compnnt'nt
Table 3. Execution Times (in
Processors

Second~)

to Calculate a 6-Hour

Fnreca~t

on a

:\la~Par

MP-2 with 4K

Total

.'\1ethod
Semi-implicit
Spectral
Fully explicit

72

X 0.29 = 20.9
72 X 0.-TO = 28.8
360 X 0. H = 50.-T

2-+
2-+
2-+

X
X
X

0.21 = :>.0
0.20 = -+.8
0.21 = .).0

-:'2 X 0.05 = :3.6
72 X 0.05 = :3.6
-:'2 X 0.05 = :3.h

29.5

;)?.2

59.0
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the FFT package. So if one wants to reduce the
communication overhead, one could concentration on this package. while in a gridpoint model
interprocessor communication is spread throughout large parts of the code (see also [2. ;) ] ).
In the comparison above, the positive effect of
the improved accuracy of the spectral model was
assumed to be equal to the negative effect of the
need for an extension zone. This assumption i;;
based on the observation that bv the use of the
extension zone the number of grid points increases
by a factor of 1.6 (64 X 64 vs. 50 X .SO). which is
close to the increased accuracy (a factor 2: see
section 2).

4.4 Production Runs
Cntil now we have onh- considered the performance of the routines executing the computations
for a forecast. However, a full production run does
not consist of calculations onlv. In a HIRLA.\1
production run first of all we need initialization
fields for the various physical variables. These
values are available as files on disk and are read
during the input phase at the start of the nm. Secondlv. since we deal with a limited area modeL
there will be an input phase for new boundary
values even·. 6 hours. Furthermore. even·. hour the
values of several fields are written to disk to obtain
information about the changes of the variables.
These issues can be considered as the 110 phase.
which exists in every computer program.
However. all data on disk are stored in a standardized. machine-independent format. As a
result these data need to be transformed to/from
this standard. This is also a pa11 of the full production run. Besides. there are several other
transformations from the raw calculated variables

\H~ATHER
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into other information that are useful to produce a
weather forecast.
To investigate the influence of these issues for a
massively parallel system we executed several full
6-hour production runs with the semi-implicit
gridpoint HIRLAM model on different MasPar
configurations. The resulting elapsed times are
presented in Table 4. To get the timings for an
actual production run, which simulates 36 or 48
hours, one should multiply the numbers in this
table by 6 or 8, respectively, ignoring the few seconds required for initialization.
In our implementation all the "extra'' issues
"'ithin a full production run mentioned in this section are executed on the front-end of the MasPar
system. "'e consider them as the pre- and postprocessing phases of the production run. As a
result of our implementation the data have to be
copied between the DPu (back-end) and the
front-end. Also these copies are assumed to be
part of the pre- and post-processing phases.
From Table 4 one can draw the following conclusions:
1. The pre- and post-processing time dominates the total execution time in several
runs or counts for a considerable part of it.
2. The 'copy' timings do not scale with the
amount of data. This is mainlv due to the
fa{;t that, even when one does not use the
full number of processors on a MasPar system, the data are replicated to the subsets of
unused processors. This is embedded in the
MasPar run-time system to provide nearestneighbor communications even if not all
PEs are used in particular for circular shifts
(communications with toroidal wraparound). The overhead for these replica-

Table 4. Total Elapsed Times (in Seconds) to Complete a Full Production with the Semi-Implicit
Gridpoint HIRLAM Model on Different l\lasPar Configurations and the Differentiation into the Pre- and
Post-Processing Time and Actual Forecast Time*

Pre- and Post-Processing

M<;>del and
l\o. Processors
:\IP-1 1K
MP-1 4K
MP-1 4K
MP-2 1K
MP-2 -tK
MP-2 4K
MP-2 16K

Grid Size
64
64
128
6-i
64
128
128

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

6-i
64
128
64
64
128
128

X
X
X
X
X
X
X

16
16
16
16
16
16
16

Copy

Front-End

Total

Forecast

Total
Time

-t2
2-i
133
86
33
2-+9
100

6:3
60
202
59
58
196
192

105
8-i
335
H.S
91
H.S
292

217
66
222
106
33
109
34

322
150
557
252
124
554
326

The pre/post-processing time is split into time for the front-end to back-end communications and vica versa (denoted as copy)
and the time spent in front-end calculations and 1/0 (denoted as front-end).
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tions is related to the ratio between the
number of physical PEs on the system and
the number of PEs that are actual used. In
our results the only timings without this
overhead are those obtained with -tK and
16K processors on the ~IP-1 and ~IP-2, respectively.
3. The "front-end" timings for each grid size
are nearly equal on the various configurations.
Based on the achieved results it seems that parallel computing is not useful for numerical
weather forecasting. However. the obsen·ed
"overhead" is mainly due to the La:;ic idea of our
implementation (see section 3 ). namely to com·entration on the parallelization of the most timeconsuming routines on vector and scalar an·hitectures. These are the routines where all calculations are performed. On a parallel machine all
routines become important, which is a direct consequence of Amdahl's law. There are several wavs
to improve the observed overhead:
.

1. Replace the front-end by a faster machine
with better 110 capacities. This will affect
the front-end calculations.
2. Execute the pre- and post-processing on
the DPU. A large part of these computations
can be executed in parallel. This is currently
under investigation. First results show that
the execution time for pre- and post-processing can be reduced to less than 10% of
the total execution time. However, this obviously requires extra implementation efforts.
3. Dump the calculated values of the desired
variables directlv from the back-end on disk
in a raw form. ~'lasPar systems provide several hardware and software improvements
to read or write data directly by the DPC
from or to disk in a fast way. Subsequently,
a second process could perform all the preand post-processing concurrently with the
forecast calculations.

CONCLUSIONS
To conclude a summary of the main results:
1. The semi-implicit and spectral wrsions of
the HIRLAM model are preferable to a fully
explicit gridpoint version, despite the global
communications needed ,·ersus the nearestneighbor communications.

2. The semi-implicit gridpoint version results
in a higher performance than the :;pectral
version.
3. Copying data into and out of a parallel system and time-consuming. This issue should
not be underestimated on a parallel architecture, particularly if it does not prm-ide
parallel 110 facilities.
4. The algorithms for numerical weather forecasting used in this application can be. executed efficiently. In the gridpoint version
they gi,·e evidence of a good scalability Loth
to the number of data points and to the
number of processors. In the spectral \ersion the algorithms are scalable with respect
to the number of proces:;ors. The nonlinear
increase in computing time for the FFTs as
function of the number of horizontal data
points prevents scalability with respect to
the number of data points.
0. The effort to port an application like
HIRLA~1 to this class of parallel architecture is quite considerable. Howewr. this
was also true for vector platforms when they
entered the market. Furthermore. for the
gridpoint version other classes of parallel
architecture require even more effort due to
the fact that communications can show up
on many places. This does not necessarily
hold for the spectral model. since all communications are restricted to the transform
routines.

It is clear that parallel computer systems could
play an important role in numerical weather forecasting and climate simulations. Based on the
results shown in this article there is hope that the
computer power offered by parallel systems can
be utilized efficiently for these kinds of applications. For an example of the resulting cost/performance relation the reader is referred to [19].
Furthermore, this inYestigation shows that the
applied programming modeL data parallelism
\Vithout explicit message passing, can lead to acceptably efficient code for this application area.
This is mainly due to the fact that we deal here
with regular computations. For irregular cases.
like sparse computations, present day compilers
are frequently not smart enough to produce efficient code. The role of the underlying hardware
with respect to data parallelism without explicit
message passing is not yet clear. The ~lasPar implementation is currently ported to the C\1-5 of
Thinking ~Iachines Corporation. Also the Cray
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T3D will be investigated. It is expected that the
current version can be easily ported to these systems. How efficient the resulting implementations
will be is still an open question.
Finally, it is interesting that the idea (see Section 1) proposed by Richardson far before the invention of what we call computers now, can be
realized! Fortunately we do not need thousands of
humans to implement it; some sophisticated
hardware with accompanying software will do the
job.
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